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Protein from fisheries 
and aquaculture forms 
a significant element in 
global diet

Known and emerging 
disease is the biggest 

production hazard for 
sustainable global 

aquaculture  

Microbial and chemical 
hazards present in 
seafood threaten the 
health of human 
consumers

Seafood consumption 
profiles differ by nation 
with risk dependent on 

current and future 
patterns 



Now: ~50%

1975: <10%

2050: 70%

Flat/decline

>Double growth
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More than 94% of global aquaculture occurs in 16 ODA (LMIC) countries (2017)

…with majority of industry expansion to 2050 also here
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*Froehlich, H.E., Couture, J., Falconer, L., Krause, G., Morris, J.A., Montse, P., Stentiford, G.D., Vehviläinen, H.,
Halpern, B.S. (2020). Mind the gap between ICES nations’ future seafood consumption and production. ICES
Journal of Marine Science https://doi.org/10.1093/icesjms/fsaa066

Mind the gap

…the majority of ICES nations lack long-term strategies for
aquaculture, with few plans accounting for climate change
and an increasing gap between future production and
consumption – potentially 7 million tonne seafood deficit by
2050*

https://doi.org/10.1093/icesjms/fsaa066


Understanding the potential for discrete 
aquaculture sectors to provide food should be a 

critical element in sustainable food production and 
consumption planning at individual nation level
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One Health Aquaculture
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Sustainability is not a given



Relative performance
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Gephart et al. (2021). Environmental performance of blue food. Nature 597, 360-366

Standardised ‘stressor’ method

GHG, N, P, FW use, land use per 
tonne edible weight

Used chicken as benchmark

Non-fed/extractive species lowest

Fed aquaculture emissions mainly 
from feeds, fishery emissions 
mainly from fuel

Emissions (A) nitrogen phosphorus

Water use land useEmissions (F)



Our business, 
customers 
and partners

One Health Aquaculture*

*Stentiford, G.D. et al (2020). Sustainable aquaculture through the One Health lens. Nature Food 1, 468–474

One Health aquaculture - everyone's business

‘Aquaculture has evolved into a major global food sector. 
Rapid growth necessitates an evidence and policy makeover
fit for a doubling of output by 2050. A One Health approach, 
drawing on a broad expertise outside of traditional aquatic 
disciplines is now needed to realise it's full potential’

https://sustainabilitycommunity.springernature.com
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Our business, 
customers 
and partners

A policy-evidence makeover
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*Stentiford, G.D. et al (2020). Sustainable aquaculture through the One Health lens. Nature Food 1, 468–474



Our business, 
customers 
and partners

Priority setting

‘You’ve used up potentially large amounts of resource 
to get absolutely nowhere’

• Animal health and food safety are critical early 
elements in any OHA strategy

• Capacity to detect and control for known/new 
hazards underpins stable and safe production/trade

• Failure to control creates instability and utilises 
significant animal-human-environment capital
without tangible outcome (food/income)

www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03446-3Nature 588, S60-62

#OneHealthAquaculture @grantstentiford

http://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03446-3


Beyond pathogens - An ‘All Hazards’ approach

F+A now comprise 
~35% of all animal 
protein produced 

on the planet

Aquaculture 
doubling by 2050

FW fish showing 
biggest increase

Marine sectors 
rising steadilyStentiford et al. Managing hazards to unlock global aquaculture. In review



Stentiford et al. Managing hazards to unlock global aquaculture. In review

‘While predominant scientific, policy and public 
discourse has orientated around the potential 
impact of aquaculture on aquatic systems, much 
less consideration has been paid to the impact 
that land-based human activities have on 
contaminating those aquatic habitats that will 
be increasingly relied upon to provide human 
dietary protein in coming decades’ 



Emergency harvest at shrimp farm, Thailand, 2018

A perspective on health and disease



Wild and farmed crustaceans

Wild and farmed molluscs

Wild and farmed fish

The past 20 Health, infection and disease in…



Some specifics
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Now >100 publications on EHP….



The next 20?
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Shift to focus on microbial conditions 
conducive to health rather than just disease

Use of sequencing technologies to detect 
and describe cryptic pathogens
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Current work – Thailand



Current work – Tanazania



Aquaculture is part of the food system

Hence, sustainability must considered relative to other sectors comprising the system

A One Health approach can be ‘designed in’ to food sectors/systems (incl. aquaculture) 

Wider science-policy expertise needed across organism/environment/human health outcomes

Enhanced role for national government is implied – farming in national waters

Environmental protection integral to enabling safe/sustainable food from aquaculture

Summary

https://www.nature.com/collections/jbbahhegac/
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Read more about One Health Aquaculture:
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